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on april 14th, 2002, half-life opposing force was officially released. it was added to steam
on june 21st, 2003. on april 18th, 2005, half-life opposing force was added to the steam

back catalog, for the steam equivalent of usd $6.99. on october 7th, 2011, half-life
opposing force was released on the humble indie bundle, as a digital download for usd $3.

on october 14th, 2011, half-life opposing force was released on the humble store, as a
digital download for usd $4. half-life opposing force was released on the steam back

catalog on august 29th, 2012, for the steam equivalent of usd $5.99. on january 18th,
2016, half-life opposing force was released for the steam back catalog, for the steam

equivalent of usd $5. on august 9th, 2016, half-life opposing force was released for the
steam back catalog, for the steam equivalent of usd $5. on january 10th, 2017, half-life
opposing force was released for the steam back catalog, for the steam equivalent of usd

$5. on january 19th, 2017, half-life opposing force was released for the steam back
catalog, for the steam equivalent of usd $5. on january 24th, 2017, half-life opposing

force was released for the steam back catalog, for the steam equivalent of usd $5. the
company said it was an error in the original version of the game that caused the

developers to think that there was no need for the player to have a weapon to finish the
game. when this was updated, half of the weapons were added to the game with the help

of tf2 weapons. steam users will now also be able to launch half-life: opposing force
without having to install it. since half-life: opposing force was not officially released, valve
will be making an effort to fix any bugs or problems with the game before the release of a
patch. these fixes might not be made available for all versions of half-life: opposing force.
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half-life: opposing force is a very dynamic game and has a lot of things
going on in the background of the game. it is one of the most complex

games on the pc. it uses a cell-based modeling system for the characters,
and the animation system is similar to the animation system used by the

movie "terminator 2: judgment day". on march 22nd, 2003, gearbox
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released an update to improve the mod, which contained a number of
fixes and changes as well as additional items. this was the final update

before opposing force was officially released. shortly after the release of
opposing force, a half-life patch was released which added new maps. a
patch was also released on march 23rd, 2003, which fixed the teleport
gun bug. this patch was an extremely short-lived release, as two weeks

later, gearbox released an update which removed the files from the mod.
it is unknown what the issue was with this patch, nor if there was any
official reason for removing the files. half-life opposing force has been
featured in media, including the game developer's official website, the
official half-life website, the official gearbox software website and the

official half-life 2 website, among others. the first public demo was
released on october 17th, 2001. this demo was available to the public for

free on the official half-life website until december 31, 2001, when the
demo was no longer available. half-life opposing force was also featured
in the half-life 2 website. half-life opposing force was also featured in the
2003 computer gaming world magazine as one of the games nominated

for best mod. 5ec8ef588b
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